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(3) 
PRESENT STATUS OF MORAL EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
It is now commonly recognized by ou present day edu-
cators, as well as by a great number of aymen, that the 
chief aim of education is to develop noble man-
Intro- [ 
duction. hood and womanhood. Turning th( ir backs upon the 
former idea of sharpening the ntellect and equip-
ping the individual for personal success the leaders in Am-
erican education have replaced this thou with the ideal 
of molding personalities in such a a t they will use 
the instrument of the mind for the great good of humanity 
and live in harmony with the good of the whole. 
Although this end is generally reco nized there is atill 
considerable confusion as to just what 1 ~ all means and by 
what methods it can best~be attained. Charact-
Moral Charact-
er defined. er is often thought of i negative terms as 
the resisting of evil ter ptations but our 
goal is much higher than that. The schoo[ endeavors to en-
able each pupil to become "a person with powers proportion-
ately developed, with mental discriminat[ on, aesthetic ap-
preciation, and moral determination; one aware of his social 
relationships and happily active in the r ischarge of all obli-
gations; one capable of leisure, loving nature, revering hu-
man beings, their aspirations and achievbments; one obser-
vant of fact, respectful of law and orde~, devoted totruth 
and justice; one who, while loyal to the .best traditions of 
his own people, dreams and works toward etter things; and 
one in whom is the allure of the ideal, nd whose life will 
not be faithless thereto."* 
*Iowa Plan Character Education Methods, hapter II , page 6. 
( 4) 
The essential element of character 1is habit and moral 
education to be effecti-ve must be cognizlant of this fact. · 
One's character is but the sum total of all one's habits; 
habits of feeling and thinking as well s the more obvious 
habits of behavior. 
In the formation of these habits fa the moulding of 
individual character, considerable emph has been placed 
recently on the importanc of environment. Not 
Heredity vs. 
Environment many years ago when li ttl I was known concern-
ing the effect of enviro~ent on the develop-
ment of character, one's personality wasj accounted for by 
his heredity. A person's culture or deg1ee of refinement was 
attributed to his ancestry. This assump,ion that the child's 
attitudes and habits were out of the coJtrol of the teacher 
explains why in the past, major emphasis was given to the 
task of imparting factual knowledge. Al hough there is yet 
considerable debate as to the relative of heredity 
and environment, enough is now known to indicate quite clear-
ly that one's surroundings form a. very factor in 
individual development. 
The influence of each may be illus rated in this way. 
Each person has in him certain innate cJpacities and tenden-
cies but his use of them will depend up environment 
with which he comes in contact. Individ ala, in thinking 
through to the solution of problems, do so in terms of their 
own experience. This explains how two p with equal ca.-
pacities may reach opposing conclusions Some author has put 
this idea in a rather sweeping statemen as follows: "Control 
the environment," he says, ''and you may control the actions 
(5) 
of an individualu. This, of course, is an extreme point of 
view but the trend of modern thought is· definitely in such 
a direction. ~fuatever the best explanat on of character may 
be, this much may be said, namely, that character can be 
controlled and is amenable to that type of education which 
deals with the habits and attitudes of n individual rather 
than that education of a subject dispen ing academic variety. 
This thought has not yet the universal Iupport of education, 
but if we may judge from the enthusiasm which students of 
education feel after grasping this idea we are able to pre-
dict for the future an education which t ill be more success-
ful in reaching the goal already set fOF it. 
A pamphlet published by the Bureau of Education in 1918 
entitled "Cardinal Principles of Educat on" is well known to 
the majority of modern teachers. In thi pamphlet the authors 
have listed seven obje tives which they con-
Moral education 
a function of sider to be the educat onal aims of our 
Public Schools. 
schools. The list is a follows: 
1. Health 
2. Command of the fundamen al processes 
3. Worthy home membership 
4. Vocation 
5. Citizenship 
6 . Worthy use of leisure 
7. Ethical Character. 
This is to be sure a very fine and inclusive list Of 
objectives but the important question i "V'fuat methods will 
contribute most effeciently to the real zation of this goal?" 
A single gla.nce overthe above lis - of objectives is 
sufficient to impress one with the fact that informational 
(6) 
teaching alone will never bring about th . desired results. 
There have been other pamphlets and books written on 
educational topics which have mentioned ther worthwhile 
aims. One might go back to the earliest f istory of our edu-
cational system and there too find worth objectives. The 
Spartan emphasized fortitude; the Atheni n, beauty of all 
kinds; the Chinese, veneration; the Scho astic, pure know-
ledge; and the early American, integrity and justice. The 
goal of education is rarely if ever call d into question but 
opinions vary as to the methods of attai ing it. What we want 
and what we get are often very different sin-
cere in our aims does not in itself insu e satisfactory re-
sults. 
Socrates identified knowledge with oral virtue, while 
Ar i stotle taught in addition to the kno, ledge, the importance 
of habits through exercise. Some early ~ilosophers believed 
the will to be the essential factor in irtue as opposed to 
knowledge because knowledge, they said, encouraged a question-
ing attitude on the part of the individ~al which was hostile 
to authoritative moral law. And later, sltill, others argued 
that the emotions form the essential qu~lity in moral lives, 
while if we accept Dewey as being repre ·entative of contem-
porary thought, we now regard the essen ials of character as 
knowledge, "discriminating judgment as o relative values, 
direct emotional susceptibility to valu s as presented in 
experience, and force in execution." 
A good illustration of the fact thj t sincerity of 
pose will not in itself produce desirabl e results lies 
study of former methods of moral educa.t ·on here in our 
(7) 
pur-
in a 
own 
country. No one can question the idee.ls . f our Puritan fath-
ers and yet the majority of pe ple today would ser-
Puritan 
methods iously question many thods. Theirs was 
the method of mental and moral discipline. Through 
the suppression of many natural tendenci s of children as well 
as adults, and through forced participat on in certain other 
activities which were supposed to be for one, they hoped 
in some vague manner to thus produce goo character and bet-
ter judgment of moral values. 
But a s actual experience has shown s, this blind opti -
mism was not justified na often the result 
Unsatisfactory 
results. obtained was the very o _posi t e of the one 
most s1.ncerely desired. l it is so evident 
that it need hardly be stated here that orcing children to 
be "quiet and reverent and righteous" mo e often leads to 
open revolt than to moral judgment and g od behavior. 
And so naturally the results of there earlier methods 
Bureaus of 
Research 
were questioned. The scient~fic mind of man 
with its passion to know trfth and its belief 
that this problem well explained might throw 
light upon other problems, began to colll ct data and to make 
experiments. Hence we find developing with the increased 
knowledge of· psychology and hur1an behavior, various bureaus 
of rea.earch seeking to properly evaluate indirect versus di-
rect instruction, proper methods of mor 1 education, and the 
merits of available tests for measuring character and behavior . 
It is interesting to note that these bu eaus and committees 
experiment in terms of actual children and actual cases. The-
ory and tradition are for tl,te most part relegated to the back-
(8) 
only as 
they are reached through scientific nr•oc dure. 
throughout 
the 
of moral education. Among those national y known, however, are~ 
1. Bureau of Personal Re earch 
Carnegie Institute of Technology 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylva ia 
2. Childrens' Foundation 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
3. Character Education R . search Bureau 
University of Iowa, I 
4. Character Education I,stitute 
Chevy Chase, Washingt n, D. c. 
5. Character Education I quiry 
Teachers College, New City 
6. Moral Education Con~i tee 
National Education As ociation. 
Particularly is the trend of the ti es evidenced by the 
existence of the ce.nnnittee named last the above list. 'l'his 
not only indicates that education, itsel , sees the problem 
and is making a study of it but also 
will doubtless be more reliable than 
its conclusions 
e coming from 11 the 
outside". 
In a survey of the present status o moral education, one 
Measuring moral 
character by 
means of tests 
of the first fields to be encountered is 
that of measurements. n teaching any sub-
ject it is extremely h lpful to the teacher 
to know just what has already been learn d. Since good tests 
(9) 
.... 
... 
supply this desired information so well, it is little won-
der that such enthusiastic effort has be n expended a l ong 
this line. Present criticism of ~ducatiolal and intelligence 
tests is not due so much to what they fa 1 to achieve as to 
what they do not attempt. Others factors than intelligence, 
spelling, reading, and writing are contr buting to success 
and numerous attempts are being made to solate these "Charact-
er" factors and then to measure them. Up to the present time 
this has not been accomplished satisfact r ily . The Character 
Education Research Bureau of the Univers ty of Iowa has made 
quite a thorough canvass of all the test and measurements 
available but as yet has nothing to recoimend for general use 
in the school 1•oom. 
But this is by no means a d~scourag ng sign for it must 
Importance of 
measuring 
character. 
be remembered that moral measuring is still 
in its infancy. As recen ly as five years ago 
was it finally agreed t one of the next 
steps in educational research was the de elopment of measurement 
of character. In the symposium on "Intel igence and Its Meas-
urement" in the Journal of Educational Pfychology during 1921 
many of the experts in measurements voic~d their approval of 
this forward step. The late Dr. Colvin s l id, "The most im-
portant 'next step' for purposes both of prognosis and diag-
nosis is the formulation of a teat which will inform us of 
the character qualities of the one teste • 11 Pintner said, tti 
feel that the time is now ripe for activF investigation of 
the emotions, the character, the will, ahd so forth, by means 
of mental test methoda.u Pressey stated, l n There simply must 
be a courageous attack upon the measurem nt of other than 
intellectual factons. It is becoming inc easingly obvious 
(10) 
that matters of temperament and eharacte are of very great 
importance, that they operate quite larg ly independent of 
intelligence, that prognosis problems ca ot be adequately 
understood without an evaluation of thea factors." Terman 
stated as one of the next steps, invest! ation of instinctive 
emotional and volitional traits, and of he combinations of 
these which are inv9lved in pre-psychopa hie conditions and 
normal variations in temperament.u And f nally Thurstone said, 
"I should 11.ke to see another line of me1tal test work opened 
up, namely the diagnosis of volitional aJd emotional charact-
eristics which determine our character t.
1
aits". And so, rather 
than be discouraged, we should remember ihat this comparative-
ly new endeavor has the support of many of the leaders in 
psychology. Besides, it is a very recent development in a new 
field, - the field of moral education, w ich itself, is hardly 
more advanced than was that of general education twenty-five 
years ago. 'i~ Hence, impossible as the taJk may seem a t the 
present time, nevertheless, the aim is tJ eventually find 
objective means of measuring moral traitJ. It is true that 
objective measuring has its disadvantageJ. Professor A. A. 
Roback of Harvard University states that these tests consider 
the ease of scoring and administration o more importance than 
the true purpose of the tests; that the uperior adult misses 
I the opportunity of manifesting his abili~y; that some of the 
higher functions cannot be approached by lobjective tests; and 
thatb the factor of guesswork enters in tG> a harmful extent.-l~* 
*May and Hartshorne-"Objective Methods oJ Measuring Character" 
Pedagogical Seminary, March 1925, page 4f. 
**"Subjective Tests vs. Objective Tests.' Journal of Education-
al Psychology, November 1921, pages 439- 44 
(11) 
... 
On the other hand, subjective tests seem to be all the 
more impractical for conditions un-
Subjective they drmand 
measuring attainable in almost any pu lie school. Effective 
would ~equire (1) that subjective measuring 
each final rating be the 
I -
average of several, at least three, 
independent ratings; (2) that each ndent rating be that 
of a person skilled in rating work who es a common scale of 
measuring; and (3) that each person be s , thoroughly acquaint-
ed with the one rated as to be competent to give a fair score. 
At present this is quite clearly out of he question. The near-
est approach to it is to be found in e few schools which 
are able to work along plan used in the 
Park School 
Plan. Park School in Baltimore. lthough the teachers 
had attempted in variou s w ys to study the 
characteristics of children, they lacked any common language 
with which to define the stage of develonment of the child. 
Consequently, all the traits studied wert classiried into 
five stages or degrees and at the semi-af nual characteristic 
marking, each teacher rated her own chilfren according to 
where they fell in the scale. The follow , ng class i fication 
is for the trait honesty, and shows how similar method 
can be used for t each trait. 
Class 1. Those who are not only honest with prop-
erty and in their school work, but are absolutely 
straightforward and truthful in al relationships. 
Class 2. Those who are honest with property and 
in clearly defined situations, but may sometimes 
evade or excuse themselves instead of meeting an 
is sue squarely. 
(12) 
Class 3. Those who are generally hobest, but are 
still lacking in the ability to ma e fine discrim-
inations between honesty and disho They may 
sometimes strain a point in gettin help in their 
work, or equivocate, or be careless of property 
rights in small things such as pencils, papers, etc. 
Class 4. Those whose ideas of honesty are less 
clear than those in the higher classes, or whose 
sense of honor is less keen. they ore easily 
yield to temptation and are likely to be more 
ashamed of being caught dishonesty 
itself. 
Class 5. Those who are deliberatel dishonest.i!-
Methods similar to the one outlined above are being de-
Traits on 
report cards. 
vised and used in various places. An approach 
beneath this one in valu and yet a step in 
the general direction of subjective measuring 
is that of listing one or more personal! on the re-
port cards which are sent to the parents A study of the 
cards of seventeen schools throughout th United States 
secured. 
*National Education Association Report f r 1922. page 1272 
(13) 
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It is encouraging to f'ind these scht ol systems, which 
are representative of many others, so dijsatisfied wi th t h e 
old methods that they are willing to do jomething about it 
to increase their ef f i ciency. They have ome to believe that 
the behavior of children and not what th y ke ep in their 
heads is t he firs t consideration. There s much to be sai d 
(14) 
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for thus shifting the emphasis, so lon~ as the experiment 
is founded on a recognition of the diff among child-
ren, rather than a desire to make them onform toa standard 
type of character. The traits often pic~ed out, such as 
deportment, obedience, and attention, a]e, we feel, more 
calculated to relieve the teacher than o benefit the child. 
For these are disciplinary virtues and 
1
eem to show a prefer-
ence for good little children, quiet at their desks rather 
than for the more difficult attainments of self-reliance, 
courage, and individuality. What may be desirable for a 
good p1pil is not always good for a chi d. And schools are 
still tempted, sometimes, to regard chi dren as pupils. 
Out of his experiences during the War which 
Objective 
measuring come to one ely, that the com-
plex traits of character st be measured ob-
jectively and not judged.* The advancelent of the sc4ence 
of education and of the better fitting ,f people for life 
demands that we measure objectively the extent of the pupil's 
moral knowledge and the strength of his moral character. 
Although the available tests are n t entirely satis-
factory, at least it helps to know that we are actually em-
barking upon this field of endeavor. We now stand where the 
measurement of intelligence stood fifteen years ago, - on 
chiefly a subjective basis. But as Thor ,dike has well said, 
Whatever exists, exists in some amount" and it is only 
through vigorous scientific analysis th t more accurate 
tests will result. 
*This conclusion is obvious from Ruggsr por t in the Journal 
of Educational Psychology, November 192i, December 1921, 
January 1922 and February 1922. {15) 
Open to criticism as they are, ther nevertheless ex-
ist about one hundred tests either stan rdized or in the 
form of definite proposal which pertain o the general field 
of moral education, ethical discriminati n, moral judgment 
and the like. These tests fall roughly i to one of the fol-
lowing classes judging by their purpose s stated by the 
1. Habit scales 
2. Character and Personalily scales 
3. Tests of judgment and dlscrimination 
4. Tests of interest, emot ons, etc. 
5. Questionnairres 
Habit scales. The first known scale ttempting to give a 
rating scheme for habits appeared in 1919 as the Upton-Chas-
sell Scale for Measuring the Importance f Habits of Good 
Citizenship. These habits are classified and rated according 
to their importance as determined by sev nty-four judges. 
Later, in 1922 the authors prepared eighit short scales se-
lected from the larger scale. 
A second habit scale appeared Tentative Inventory 
of Habits by Rogers (1922) and in 1923 V verska prepared a 
list of habits for the four year old chl d. One special 
scale appeared (1921) in Payne's r Measuring Person-
al and Social Behavior, Habits and Pract~_ ces in Health and 
Accident Prevention. 
Character and Pe1•sonali ty stead of rating hab-
its these scales have to do with measuri g traits. This ty~e 
of testing presents more difficulties than that of habits 
since we are not yet sure of the real~- ty of traits, nor of 
their definition. 
(16) 
.. 
in Hyde's book entitled Self-Measuremen in which he pre-
sents a scale for measuringten qualit:le of character. Later 
in 1920, Porteus published his Social R ting Scale based on 
::;:::o:h::: ::::c::: ;::~::e:a:a~~::t:1::ro~t::n:::::~::. Character Scales which appear in the Io a Plan of Character 
M Education ethods. 
During the past few years, however this problem .has be-
come one of measuring single traits and the following are 
recent contributions. 
1. Aggressiveness H. T. Moore 
2. Ascendance-Submission F. H. Allport 
3. Caution w. N. Bro"~Jm 
4. Confidence w. c. Trow 
5. Conformity Glady F. Deutsch 
6. Conscientiousness M. A. May 
7. Decision Speed J. w. Bridges 
R. o. Filter 
s. M. Gibson 
J. E. Downey 
8. Decision Types J. w. Bridges 
9. Expansion-Recluse F. H. Allport 
10. Flexibility J. E. Downey 
11. Honesty R. H. Franzen 
12. Honor P. F. Voelker 
13. Insight-Evaluation F. H. Allpor t 
14. Interest in Detail J. E. Downey 
15. Originality c. F. Chassell 
16. Persistence J. c. Chapman 
17. Persf€yeration w. La kes 
E. Be1nstein 
(17 ) 
18. Reliability P. F. 
v. M. 
19. Resistence J. E. wney 
20. Self eBtimation F. H. lport 
F. B. ight 
R. H. anzen 
21. Social Perception F. H. lport 
G. s. tes 
H. s. ngfeld 
22. Suggestibility 1N. own 
M. 
G. ipple 
23. Trustworthiness P. F. elker 
v. M. dy 
24. Truth~llness P. F. elker 
25. Unselfishness Miles 
26. Volitional persever-
ation J. E. D wney 
Tests of Jud"'"ment and Discrimination This form of test 
is not a new one but there have been some recent developments. 
Binet incorporated ''what should you do" q1 estions in his 
scales which are samples of moral judgmenl. Among those which 
have appeared since are 
1. Abil:i.ty to judge consequenc s Chassell-Chassell 
2. Ability to discriminate vales J. c. Chapman 
Chassell-Chassell 
3. Content of Moral Concepts 
4. Ethical Discrimination 
5. Evaluation of offenses 
6. Judgment in Moral Dilemnas 
R. W. Brotemarkle 
w. L. Hanson 
C. s. Kohs 
V. M. Cady 
Hugh Hartshorne 
Union School Tests 
G. G. Fernald 
c. s. Kohs 
F. c. Sharp 
G. G. Fernald 
w. Healy 
7. Judgment of Cer t a.in Si tuati ns M. A. May 
(18) 
--
8. Identification of Motives M. J. Van Wagenen 
9. Social-ethical Vocabulary c. s. Kohs 
10. Worst Word Classification s. L. Pressey 
Tests of Interests and Emotions are 
1. Association test Kent-Rosanoff 
2. Attitudes (Altruism etc.) H. Hart 
F. c. Shuttleworth 
J. c. Manry 
3. Degree of Interest H. E. Burtt 
4. Emotional Affectivity s. L. Pressey 
5. Emotional Inhibitions A. L. Crane 
6. Emotional Stability R. s .. Woodworth 
7. Fear~ anger, sex, etc. H. T. Moore 
8. Interest Analysis Max Freyd 
9. Rel1gious-economic prejud-
ice G. B. Watson 
10. Range of Interest Miner 
11. Religious Attitudes A. T. Case 
12. Social Relations M. J. Ream 
Questionnairres. The questionnairre ls one of the oldest 
and most direct methods of measurement, et it has been sus-
pected by psychologists due to its subje tiveness. Cady 
seems to have been the first one to subj ct the questionna.irre 
to a critical analysis which he did usin an adaption of 
the Woodworth Questionnairre. He obtainel the reliabilities 
of positive .55 and positive .4?. 
Test IV of Pressey's (1921) X-0 Tes·s is in reality a 
questionnairre as is also the revision, orm B. Others in 
this f1eld are 
1. Personal Data Sheet Woodworth-Matthews 
(19) 
2. Self-analysis Blank 
3. Progre ss ive Personal 
Eff i ciency 
4. Self-measuring Chart 
Association Press 
Los Angeles YMCA 
Detroit YMCA 
Credi t should be given here to Hart horne and May for 
much of the above classification whcih a Lpears in the March 
1925 Pedagogical Seminary on pages 45-67[ 
The most unfortunate part of t ests uch as have been 
Dangers in 
objective 
testing 
listed in the above groups is t he fact t h at 
many examiners consider th results ob t ained 
through their use as final measurements of 
one's moral character. Particularly is is true of the be-
havior test.La~en and educators alike t o fall into 
the error of assuming that moral ideals, moral insight, and 
even moral habits formed under one situa ion will automati-
cally and surely carry over to different and remote social 
situations. Let us take Voelker's well k own test of honor 
as an illustration. The chilr is sent to a store 
to buy some object and is totd that it will cost 
a certain amount. By arrange ent with the store-
Voelkerfs 
Honor 
Test 
keeper, either the child is given too much change or is told 
that there is a sale and that the object desired costs less 
than was expected. If the child in ei the'r case keeps the ad-
ditional money he is given a zero score and is rated dishon-
est. On the other hand, if he returns i he is given a score 
of ten and is considered honest. 
Now all that tests such as these d , is to test the 
actual situation and nothing more. It w uld be highly unsci-
entific to recommend a child who return the money to a 
prospective employer as a trustworthy a reliable indivi-
(20) 
• 
...... 
dual, and yet such procedure takes placel only too frequent-
ly. ~~at are the actual facts of the ca:se? The child who re-
turned the money may have done so because he suspected that 
it was a test; or because he liked his eacher. J.iis father 
may have just given him his we ekly allojance and consequent-
ly temptation was not quite so great at that time, or, the 
amount may have been so small that it w a too little to be 
dishonest over. 
On the other hand, the boy who kep the money and was 
rated dishonest might have done so beca: se he disliked his 
teacher or just because he needed one m9re dime to make e-
nough to go to the movies. For each sol.,ltion in tests of this 
kind, there is doubtless a different re son depending upon 
the circumstances. Then, in addition to these tests being 
unreliable as to carry over values noth ng has been said 
as . to the ethics of giving them. It subjects childre11 to 
needless temptation. True, the temptati ns are little ones 
and the offenses small, but in the aggr gate who knows but 
that considerable harm has been done? A d when children dis-
cover that these tests have been secret ly put to them it 
will be little wonder if they lose all espect for the ex-
aminer. 
So let us guard against a too rnpi adoption of any 
such tests at the present time until th ir reliability has 
been more satisfactorily determined. We 
of the fact that an indivi&1al may be h 
not lose sight 
in his family 
and dishonest in his school; loyal to club and dll.sloyal 
to country; industrious in studies and , slacker in his em-
ployment; courteous to his equals and dfscourteous to his 
inferiors; trustworthy to cl~se businesi associates and u. n-
(21) 
reliable in politics; a man of honor witli his male colleagues, 
of dishonor with women. 
At the bottom of much of the criticJ sm of tests of ethi-
cal discrimination and moral knowledge lj~ es the question of 
the relation between knowledge and conduct. "An intelligent 
person" says the critic, "ma.J
1 
make a high score 
Knowledge 
tests on such tests and yet be ext j emely immoral in 
his everyday conduct." This is a just c1•i tic ism. 
Knowledge does not imply moral conduct bJ t moral conduct does 
presuppose knowledge. And for this reasol , and this alone, 
are such tests justifiable, They enable t teacher to take 
stock of her own situation. Surely she c nnot expect moral 
conduct from pupils who have insufficien or inadequate moral 
knowledge. 
One of the best methods for the tea, her to use in study-
Examples 
of inform-
al tests 
ing this phase of her own c t a.ssroom is the inform-
al test. These are somewhat !_ similar to standard-
ized tests except for this f ifference; they are 
built around the peculiar problems of thr pupils being tested 
and apply d efinitely to the particular c l se. 
An example of the informal test in the field of moral 
knowledge was recently prepared and give to the fifth and sixth 
grade pupils in Bowen School, Newton Cen re, Mass., through 
the assistance and cooperation of the pr/ ncipal, Miss M. E. 
Remon. The children had previously listj d fifteen qualities 
which they themselves considered as esser tials of good citi-
zenship and had graded themselves on each quality. The list 
follows: 
G entleman 
0 bedience 
0 pportuni ty 
D o right acts 
(22) 
C curtesy 
I deals 
T ruth 
Industry 
Z eal 
E nergy 
N er~tness 
S elf-control H elpful 
I ndEmendence 
P oliteness 
It will be readily seen tha.t some of these trai te over-
lap while others commonly considered es,ential in llsts of 
this kind are wholly lacking. It was th ught wise, however, 
to use the list exactly as submitted by the children rather 
than to make changes and possibly tbrou~h adult intervention 
lessen the interest of the pupils. J 
In the preparation of the test Koh 1 Ethical Discrimi-
nation test was followed more closely tllan others but many 
suggestions came from a study of the Un on Test of Ethical 
Judgment, Fernald's Ethical Discriminat on test, Brote-
markle's Comparison test, Self-measurem, nt scale of the 
Iowa plan, and the scale by Upton-Chasslll. The test follows. 
In its form given to the pupils, each e ercise was on a 
seperate page. I 
TEST OF MORAL KNOV~EDGE 
Directions: This test is a kind of a gat in which each per-
son can give his own ideas. It has some easy questions and 
some hard ones. Do your best, follow the directions, and do 
not ask questions. First fill our the foll lowing blanks. 
Name · Age 
-------
City Scholol Grade 
Date No. of children in yorr family _____ _ 
What work are you going to do when you f 1inish school ·----~ 
(23) 
Exercise No. 1 
Example: You should not break windows fo fun because 
x it makes trouble for other 
the glass might cut you 
you might be caught and pu ished 
1. If a playmaje trips you without meani g to do it, you should 
make him say he is sorry 
start a fight with him 
excuse him 
2. If someone does a kind deed for you, ou should 
do anything he asks you to do 
thank him and try to do so ething for him 
forget it I 
3. If you have lost something which belo~gs to someone else, 
you should .I 
tell him about it and try o pay him back 
wait until it is found out 
say that you didn't do it 
4. Children should get a good education ecau~e 
school keeps them out of m ,schief 
it helps them in life late~ on 
it gives jobs for the teactlers 
5. H a storekeeper hives you tobo much cJe.nge, you should 
buy candy so he will get t e money bach anyway 
hurry out before he sees h s mistake 
tell him about his mistake 
6. You should not take apples from your eighbor's t~ees because 
they do not belong to you 
too many apples might give you a stomach-ache 
they might not be good 
7. Children should not run away from hom because 
their parents would ~eel b dly 
they would have to work to hard 
they are too young to care for themselves well 
8. You shpuld always tell the truth beca se 
most people are t!•u thful 
you might get caught if yo lie 
happiness depends upon peotle trusting each other 
·g. You should always be polite because I 
you might get whipped if you are not polite 
your teacher might give yo better marks 
it makes everyone happire 
10. Good habits are important because 
Washington and Lincoln had 
they lead to right acts an 
they help keep you out of 
(24) 
them 
better living 
rouble 
Exercise No. 1-A 
1. You should pick up paper in the schoo 
the paper will spoil if it 
it will make your school 1 
you might be scolded if yo 
yard because 
is left there 
ok nicer 
don't 
2. You should move carefully in the lunc room because 
you can drink faster 
the milk might be spilled 
it is the polite thing to o 
3. You should not run up or down the sta rs because 
it is dangerous 
4. You should 
5. You should 
6. In school 
running makes a noise 
it hurts your feet 
be careful in fire-drill b cause 
you want everyone to get o ~ t safely 
it will help to put out th~ fire 
if you are not careful, yo r might fall down 
not chew gum in school bee use 
it is rude 
it keeps you from learnimg 
everyone hasn't gum to che 
you should 
m~d{e all the noise you can 
never make any noise 
make only necessary noise. 
Exercise No. 2 
Example: gambling, lying, murder, smoki 
Draw a line under the worst word in each group 
1. fight, kill, hate, hurt 
2. borrow, gamble, steal, b g 
3. Love, hate, dislike, fon ness 
4. mean, bad, wicked, evil 
5. hurt, harm, injure, ruin 
6. daring, timid, afraid, c wardly 
7. fooling, false, deceitfu 
' 
lying 
8. dislike, disgust, love 
9. harmi\1l, teasing, rude, houghtless 
10. slang, deceit, s wearing, idle talk 
(25) 
Exercise No. 3 
-----
~ 
Examples: Praise Nothin~o Scold Jail Kill I 
a. adding X 
b. gambling X 
c. modesty X 
I 
I 
d. obstinate X 
1. murder l 
2. bravery I 
3. breathing I 
4. bullying 
5. cowardly 
6. helping 
7. lazy 
-8. dirty 
9. cheerful 
10. stealing from a store 
I 
11. breaking school rules 
12. lying 
13. truthful 
14. rude 
15. loud talking 
16. stealing a pencil I 
1?. signing another's name 
18. desk in a neat condition 
19. polite 
20. thoughtful 
(26) 
.... 
Exercise No. 4 
Example: Rate according to seriousness of offense. 
Place your numbers 
in this column 
3 To skate on this ice 
______ 2____ To forget to clean you nails 
1 To lose a dime 
------
Now, 
To break windows for f n 
To run away from schoo~ 
To take two or three abples from a cart 
To throw hot water on cat or dog 
To take a cent from a lind man's cup 
Exercise No. 4-A 
To break into a buildi to rob it 
To set fire to a house people in it 
To shoot to kill 
To run away from home · 
To try to kill yoursel . 
Directions f .or taking the test ware iven by the examiner 
who was satisfied that each child knew ho~ to proceed. scoring 
for the exerc1.ses is as follows: 
Exercises 1 and 1-A, ~core equals to al right minus 
one-half the number wrong 
Exercise 2, score equals number righ[ minus one-third 
the number wrong 
Exercise 3, score equals number righ minus one-fourth 
the number wrong. 
Exercises 4 and 4-A, score equals 14 minus number out 
of correct position each offense was plac d. 
I. (2'7) 
Analysis of the results. The time r quired for giving 
the test was approximately thirty minute • 
No. of pupils 
7 
6 
5 
4 
1 
Number of pupils taking the tes 31 
Highest score possible 74 
Median score 
Median score for Boys 
Median score for Girls 
Median score for each 
Exercises 1-A 2 3 
Possible score 6 10 
Median score 4 3 6 11 
37 
36 
41 
The above chart is a curve of the d atribution of 
the scores. 
(28) 
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Thus far in this paper we have cone rned ourselves 
chiefly with the means of measuring the moral 
Methods of 
morr..l educa-
tion. 
traits of an individual. 
out successful measuring 
a. teacher to better know her pupils but 
two other very desirable ends. It would 
~s has been pointed 
rould not only enable 
I t would also achieve 
iagnose the situa-
tion and point out just what ~aching abo ld be stressed in 
the future and it would serve from time o time as a measure 
of the effectiveness of one's methods of teaching. Let us turn 
to the problem of methods.\Vhich nized as being most 
trustworthy and efficient? 
Such a question is a very difficult one to answer due to 
the fact that as yet we have not objecti e means of testing 
various plans and programs. There are., wever, certain 
essentials in any learning which apply a accurately to mor-
ar training as to the learning of arithmitic or any other sub-
ject. These essentials now widely recogn zed, have been 
brought out by the camparatively recent · sychological ex-
perimentation and it would seem e discoveries that 
the following points would form a basis or judging any parti-
1. It should recognize individu 1 differences 
2. It should be based upon the earning laws of 
modern psychology 
3. It should be administered by capable and care-
fully trained teachers. 
One of the most frequently heard of modern educa-
Individual 
differences 
tion is its plea that meth ds recognize indi-
vidual diffe~ences and rna+ the school center 
its activities around the child. In ple.ce of 
(29) 
fitting children into a school system we are told that we 
., 
must fit the child to the school. Irwin rnd Marks in their 
new book entitled Fitting the School to ~he Child* describe 
an experiment conducted over a period of eight years in which 
they attempted to do this very thing. The attempt was made in 
one of the largest elementary schools in New York City at-
tended daily by three thousand children. The results are al-
most unbelievable. Without a doubt much of the success of 
this work was due to the fact that pils were consider-
ed, not as gr.oups of standardized childr n, but as individuals. 
It seems strange that it should be ecessary in the twen-
tieth century to warn a teacher that e is no such thing 
as The Child. There are· children, many mi llions of them but 
The Child has never yet appeared. gh~ldrfn are not standard-
ized. Automobiles may be, but children are individuals. "It 
. I 
is quite possible that the first primitir e in whom dawned 
the earliest degree of intelligence, dis overed that her lit-
tle son Og preferred to climb trees whil his older brother 
~a liked to dig in the ground. In a dim way she was sur-
prised that while Gua shared her fear of thunder, Og would 
stand out on a hlll and let the storm be t about his body. 
Through the milleniums that have followed since that day, 
mankind has steadily come to a clearer r alization of the 
fact that each human being is an individ · al, a unique cre-
ation, a prodigy of cosmic ingenuity. 11 A though it has been 
nejected down through the ages time and ime again, no pa-
rent, nor educator, nor ruler has been a le to esce.pe this 
fact. And so the first test for any meth d of moral education 
*Irwin and Marks, Fitting the School to he Child, MacMillan 
(30) 
must be this: does it consider individu 1 differences and 
make a place in its program into which ach child may fit? 
In the second place, methods of mo al education must be 
in harmony with the three ndamental laws of 
Laws of 
learning learning, namely, the Law o Effect, the Law of 
Exercise and the Law of Rea iness. These laws are 
based upon long years of carefully cted experiments in 
both animal and human learning and may ~e proved by any who 
wish to do so.* 
or repeats or practices those esponses which are 
Law of 
effect satisfactory to him and tends toward avoiding those 
responses which are bothersome or painful. A child 
is good in school because it is satisfying to rete.i.n the ap-
proval of his teacher, or, what ns more true and merely an-
other statement of the same law, the disapproval of the teach-
er l.f the child were bad, would be more r nnoying than is the 
annoyance of being good. Consequently t J e method of training 
which will be the most effective will be that one which sup-
plies satisfactions for right doing and annoyances for con-
duct which is undesirable. 
In a sense this factor of satisfac~ion puts the moral 
training in the hands of the child himself for it is his 
satisfaction and not ours that counts. t in another sense 
it strengthens the power of the teacher she can great-
ly determine the child's satisfactions r annoyances. It 
should be made clear, however, that the positive value of 
satisfaction is more effective than the negative value of 
annoyance. 
*Reference is made to Thorndike's Educe. ional Psychology. 
{ :31) 
Imagine two. classes of pupils, one aving a teacher who 
works primarily on the basis of providin satisfactions for 
right doing and the other on searching for undesirable acts 
and causing punishment for them in some Lay or other. The first 
teacher through her praise of the good n~ ed not be surprised 
to find her pup:tls slowly improving in ofher things whtch have 
not even been mentioned. On the other har d, the second teacher 
can expect little progress. Through cont l nued scolding and 
annoyance tpe undesirable deeds are firmly impressed upon the 
minds of the children. In place of think ng of what is right 
they have been forced to have filled with what 
is wrong and to be avoided. 
A mother recently attempted to teac her small daughter 
books, and articles of wearing apparel. t the end of two weeks 
the situation was worse than ever and th mother had in her 
possession such articles as were practic lly essential to 
the child. 
At this point some wise friend sugg sted that the mother 
try praise instead of punlshment. The ch i ld had always made 
her bed well. This was an opportunity fo honorable mention. 
In the days to follow other des:trable de ds were noticed and 
' 
comment made while nothing at all was sa d about the disorder 
of the room. In a few days the mother no iced that her daugh-
ter was becoming a little more tidy. Pra se was given for 
this and before long the child had d fairly well the 
habit of neatness in her room. 
( ~9, 
The point to this illustration i s c ear. The effect of 
Rewards 
and 
Honors 
satisfaction is greater in te ching methods than 
that of supplying annoyances. It might be well 
here to discuss the question f the use of rewards 
and honors. This is a very important que tion because of the 
dangers whlch it involves. In moral educ tion we seek not alone 
to build right conduct habits but also t develop with it a 
good attitude or motive. To build in a c , ild the habit of do-
ing a. good deed but from a habitual wroJ motive is to bu ild 
an immoral character. lf we then make so obvious the reward 
or honor that the child seeks it, he is ,uilding the habit of 
·''helpfulness to teacher 11 let us say, not as helpfulness to 
teacher but as a means to a button, or a star after his name, 
or to honorable mention before his class ates. If this is all 
the child has been made selfish rather t an unselfish. The 
future is not better than the past. Remo e the reward and 
the motive is gone. We have failed to bu . ld the good habit we 
sought. In its place we may have built s lfishness. 
The conclusion, then, is to locate he s a tisfaction as 
fas as is possible in actu ally helping t e teacher. Rewards 
and honors used simply in and of themselyes cannot be de-
fended today as a means of building charfcter. Kilpatrick 
says that they should be used as the sea. folding of a build-
ing, "as temporary devices to get desiraile action started 
so that we may later remove the scaffold ng and leave the 
I house standing on its own strength."~~ T en we may say that 
the results are good. 
*Kilpatrick's address before the Girl Re erve Section of 
the ~VCA Conference, New York City, 1924 
(33) 
The second law, the Law may be stated as 
the law that a person learns what he ctices. Thi~ state-
ment bas apparebtly been erpreted as meaning 
Law of 
Exercise that a person learns what o hers would like to 
have him practice. At te there are still 
teachers who force their children things for the sake 
of moral discipline, believing that if hey do it often 
enough, it will eventually form a good abit. But children 
often practise things far different tha their elders intend. 
It is true that an individual learns w at be practices but 
let us bear in mind that it is what be ~practices and what he 
really practices that counts. Here is an axample to illustrate 
this point. A teacher autocratically de~ands that her pupils 
refrain from all conversation and nois, while in her room 
and she determines to punish any who r~dfuse to obey her wish-
es in this res~ect. James is seen talk·ng to the boy next to 
him and for this misdemeanor is severe y reprimanded by the 
teacher. James, who was only asking wh,t he thought to be a 
legitimate question about tomorrow's h,story lesson chafes 
under the embarassment of being scolde before the other 
pupils and although he feels that the eacher was unfe.ir to 
him, he is quiet for the remainder of Noticing, 
at the end of the day bow good James h s been aince the in-
cident, the teacher congratulates 
a little more firmly the habit of 
of others. But such an assumption 
be a false one. What James really 
lf upon having taught 
obedtence to the authority 
as t at would very often 
was ractici ng was a. 
feeling of dislike for his teacher for being so unjust to 
him, and a hatred for the authority o others which is the 
first step toward open revolt. Quite different lesson was 
(34) 
taught that day than the teacher s o sinl erely believed! 
The third law, the Law of Readines is this: when a 
desire or purpose child is urging him 
Law of 
Readiness on into activity it is ffiti fying to the child 
to respond and annoying 
following the urge of this desire or 
ing in moral character then, must 
be hindered from 
pose. Effecient train-
l y arouse and create 
the proper kind of desires and purposes but it must give 
the indivi dual an opportunity for respo ding to these urges. 
It is for this reason that present day educ at ors are 
emphasizing the value of actual pupil performance,- of 
learning by doing. In no phase of a child's training is this 
truer than in his moral training. It is well and good to 
bear right conduct praised or to see i done but it is quite 
another thing and much more necessary or the children to 
has succeeded or failed because of him As Aristotle pointed 
out, comprehension requires practice i the deeds themselves. 
it need no longer be considered as sue • There are schools 
which are actually attempting work this line and they 
are proving t hese two facts, namely, t at this method is more 
effective as for actual learning value and that the pupi ls 
athletics, dancing, running a per, acting in plays, 
or dozens of other things which lly impossib le as 
long as their sitting at a desk passiv wly reading or lis ten -
ing is satisfying to school officials. 
This new conception of things i s ven blocked, as Dewey 
( ~5) 
has pointed out by the classromm equipm. nt. Each pupil has 
his own desk fastened securely to the f oor. He occupies 
this island alone, generally forbidden[ to communicate with 
the inhabitants of other islands. If he prompts a mate who is 
reciting he i s too often punished by a eacher who never stous 
J, 
to think that behind the act may have b en a kindly desire 
to be helpful. To say the very least it was a demonstration 
of loyalty. He was willing t o run the p rsonal risk of be-
ing caught and punished in order to asstst his friend. But 
rather than this spirit of cooperation eing guided in the 
proper direction the child is taught, n t in words, but ever 
so much more effectively and forcefully by the working of 
things, that each child is to look out ror himself. 
Such methods overlook two importanb essentials of de-
mocre_cy . In the first place a democracy must have the spirit 
of cooperation, a force more powerful an merely refrain-
ing from inter~erence with others and w at is even more 
apparent, it is true that people in a mocracy obey orders 
but the rules are willed by the group, ot decreed by an 
autocrat. 
The most frequent attempt to consi er these essentials 
Student govern-
ment and open 
meetings. 
is in the form of stu ent governments where 
the children actuall have the power to make 
decisions. By this means and through open 
discussion meetings the pupils reach agreements as to what 
is right and wrong and what is best fo the group in question. 
An open discussion with one' s peers is a very different mat-
ter from preaching to children and it ften leaves definite 
impressions and enables the pupil to f rmulate his own ideas. 
(36) 
-.... 
Mr. E. R. Smith, Headmaster of the Beaver Country Day 
School recently reported a discussion i his school follow-
ing his discovery of the children playi g simple games at 
which they won something from each othe when they were sue-
_,.~ 
cessful." Calling all the pupils who we e over eight years 
of ag~ together he asked wh~t gambling las. They replied that 
gambl lng was getting somethlng for nothtng merely because one 
was more skillful or more lucky than hi opponent . The next 
question was whether there should be ga1bling in the school 
or not. The response was embarassing. e boy stated tha t 
his father would not play golf unless was betting an a 
girl quoted her mother as mying that br· dge whist was wholly 
impossible unless there was a stake. 
It was necessary for the leader of the discussion then to 
ask the children to leave out the famil·es and decide whether 
gambling. A vote was taken and only person voted against 
dropping every kind of gambling game. A soon as the res u lt 
was announced one of the older boys aro e and said that be 
had cast the single vote simply his family had always 
been used to that sort of thing and he ever saw much harm 
in it. He further added, however , that e had been thinking 
it over while the vote was being countr and that he bel:i.eved 
the majority of the school to be right. He expressed his 
willingness to join them and to live u to the decision. 
*A report of this discussion may also e found in the Report 
of the N. E. A. for 1922, page 1271. 
(37) 
It is likely that if a rule had e en made arbitrarily 
against these games the student body ould have resented it 
and evaded it in every way possible. avl ng t a l ked it over 
themselves and reached a decision they believed i n that de-
cision and there was no possibility of their resenting it 
and fighting against it. 
Thus far in our suggested basis for measuring methods 
of moral education we have considered bhe necessity of their 
recognizing the differences among indit iduals, the importance 
of the ef f ect of satisfactions and annr yances, the value of 
practice, and the necessity for supply ng oppor t unity for 
action. 
Now we come to the fins.l requirem nt which many be-
lieve to be the most important of all; the administration 
b;r capable and care lly trained teachers 
Administration 
who have a real pass l on fot• their work. 
It is certain l y true that if we have e ficient teachers 
much of the rest will take care of its lf for by the very 
nature of their efficiency will ply the principles 
outlined above. This phase of the prog am, administration, 
I is considered of such importance by th Character Education 
Committee of the N.E.A. that it has al eady assumed as a 
part of its problem the determining of an effi.cient means 
of training teachers. It believes that a teacher shou ld be 
as well prepared in this respect as sh is in her native 
language. Kilpatrick likewise stresses the importance of 
having good teachers when he concludes his discussion on 
moral education by describing it as "z stful social living 
u nder t h e guidance of those, who, one he one hand, appre-
{38) 
ciate social moral values, and, on the other, love child-
* ren and know how to lead them." A her must have un-
usual skill in applying ethical standa ds to everyday life. 
Nothing is more harmful than ted~ousne s in moral instruc-
tion. Confidence of young people must ke won and retained. 
The temptation is to be avoided of fam[ liarity for the sake 
of "getting down to their level". Nowh re is there more need 
of tack, human sympathy, and example 
convincingly than the most outspoken 
There is still one problem which 
teaches far more 
answered in-
Direct vs. 
Indirect 
Instruction 
directly in the foregoi _, pages but which is 
of sufficient importanc j to merit special at-
tention. This is the qubstion of distinct 
courses in moral training or, in other words, the vah1e of 
direct as against indirect instruction. In order to answer 
this we must .determine just what the c nstitu ents of moral 
character are. For our purpose we may arne three: knowledge, 
itself is sufficient. 
It is quite clear that knowledge lone will not in it-
self produce moral character. Experien e has only too often 
shown us that it is easilt possible to have educated moral 
degenerates. Ne,vertheless it is genera ly conceded that 
knowledge of what is rlght and wrong i an attribute of 
all moral personalities. 
Neither can con&1ct habits alone , reduce moral charac-
ter. 'fhere are certain stimuli cur repeatedly under 
very similar circumstances. To these h bitual response 
should be built up so that much of one's conduct becomes 
-l!-1\:ilpatrick, Foundations of Method. 343 
(39) 
merely the expressions of reactions .m de automatic through 
repetition and experience. 
There is stil l one phase left un ouched. That is the 
experiencing of new situations which call for new solutions. 
No past habit can be called forth to respond to this 
stimulus. Merely the knowledge of rig ,t and wrong is insuf-
fient. There must be developed the thi d constituent of 
moral character, a stock of ideas, ideals, and standards 
which will identifv new moral situations which are lj_kely 
to arise and produ:e desirable responsles when they do appear. 
If we will agree to these three c\onsti tuents of moral 
character we will doubtless agree that there 
Indirect 
instruction is a place in teaching ethods for both di-
rect and indirect instr ction. Indirect teach-
ing deals primarily with providing opp~rtUnity for doing. 
Hence its chief value lies in activitiFs. It places the 
children in situations which call for \judgment, decision, 
and action. Of course, it must be expe bted that there will 
be a reasonable number of failures for children are not 
super-human. Although indirect teachin~ doubtless aids i n 
developing a sense of right and wrong nd an acquaintance 
with standards, its most certain contr bution is in its 
habits bu.ilding results. 
This still leaves a place for ct instruction of 
the proper kind. The uent danger is that 
Direct 
Instruction where there are courses n morals or ethics, 
the idea becomes prevale t among the teaching 
staff that these courses assume the bu den of character 
. I 
building and they are prone to forget that every course 
{40) 
- ' 
.-. 
should be utilized to that end. There s also the danger 
that direct instruction will im:i.tate t ..  e usual course in 
ethics a s offered in colleges. Concret problems of home, 
school and community should be the top ;cs of discussion. 
This aids materially in the acquisitio of knowledge and 
the formation of standards and ideals. ~le must be conscious 
the need of forming those standards,an att i tudes toward 
skilled teachers who will not allow thlir course to take 
the place of intelligent oversight in 
1
ctual moral living, 
dir ect instruction can be said to be w~rthwhile. In ad-
dition it has these further advantages 
1. It emphasizes to the child en the 
fact that moral training i~ con-
sidered important enough b the 
school to receive special tten-
tion. l 
2. Allotment of definite peri ds for thls 
. . I 
instruction insures agains its com-
plete neglect. 
3. It may promote in the chil moral 
thoughtfulness. 
4. It gives a bette r opportun ty for 
the consideration of one's duties 
than is probable u nder the plan of 
discussing moral values on y in 
cases of breach of discipl ne, new 
school rules, and the like 
(41) 
Without attempting to compare, cr ticize, or com-
ment upon them, we shall rev~ew briefly several 
Methods 
now in methods now being used in ex erimentation. Al-
use. 
though there are some outsta ding differences 
no one can tell which are effecient an which are not un-
til there has been much more use with areful records of 
the results obtained. 
Iovra 
Plan 
One of the most widely known plans is the Iowa Plan 
for Character Education in the Public Schools. This 
plan is the worthwhile result f the I nterstate 
Character Education Methods Re earch conducted in 
1921. It won the t wenty thousand do l la award, the largest 
ever · offered in edu cational competitio , from a total of 
twenty-six plans submitted. It is writ,en up in detail 
dealing with the entire field from foundation prin-
ciples and goals desired to achlal ods of measurement 
and instruction. 
This plan requires the enrichment of school life so 
that the children can have experiences in right living 
and become prepared in habits, purpose , and opinions for 
their lives as adults. These experienc s are to be provided 
in matters of health, life in the grou , civic relations, 
vocation, family, response to beauty, he getting and use 
of wealth, andml the fundamental situ[ tions that are tests 
of right character. 
Student participation in school government is part of 
the plan. Final control is assigned to the school authori-
ties but pupils are to be trusted wit powers consistent 
with their maturity and ability. Disci iine and punishment 
are assi gned their place but the colle tive will and sug-
gestions from the teachers are the two main reliances for 
social control. 
The development of a sense of mor 1 values is intend-
ed to be accomplished through school p ojects having charac-
ter stimulating elements. A catalogue 
jects is provided. They attempt to bri 
problems and pro-
pupils face to 
face with ethical situations which req ire decision and ac-
tion. The making of character books by children is advised 
in which shall be included noble deeds inspiring quotations, 
and pictures of people, things and eve ts having to do 
with moral ideals. 
All regular school subjects are t , be concentrated on 
the character as well as the intellect , al objectives. The 
success of the school is not to be ured by the pupil's 
acquisition of knowledge and skill but by the use of 
school opportunities in refining the t stes, gaining in-
sights, and attaining a respectful, pathetic attitude 
toward others, institutions, facts, ths, and beauty. 
In the Iowa Plan account is taken of the stages of 
development thi•ough which the chi ldren pass in reaching 
maturity. As children grow older more ttention is given 
to stimulating active self-expression. Class topics grow 
more and more inportant, culminating flnally in a course 
in practical ethics. Self-realization In a life career and 
service is presented finally as the gr at goal of character 
development. 
It is fundamental in the that learni ng to 
act morally by experience has ry place in charac-
(43) 
ter education. Wben a child has learne by experience to 
square his thoughts with customs and t adi tiona the "vir-
tues" will symbolize to him the most v tal realities in 
his own life. 
The need of moving progressively oward each of the 
character objectives is emphasized in his plan. Illustra-
tiona are worked out in detail on Civi Relations and Life 
in the Family covering the following ints; 
Civic Relations 
1. Study of civics 
2. Civic clubs and societies 
3. Projects containing civic 
relationships. 
4. Use of patriotic music, 
movies, drama, etc. 
5. Biography 
6. Literature 
7. Unifying agencies (Press, 
Connnerce, etc.) 
8. Institutions. 
ife in the Famil 
1. Use of music• , literature, 
and art to teach love. 
2. Study of requirements 
for providing a home. 
3. Her dity (sex instruction) 
4. s and Families 
5. Exp rience in living in 
a. s , cial group 
6. Mot er's Da.y 
An adjustment of the regular curr culum by years to 
the requirements of education is ~egun l The work is out-
lined _for Grade IV to indicate the nat re of the plan for 
other Grades. 
Means ror measuring progress and ttainments in charac-
ter development are rurnished. A self- easuring scale ror 
older and another for younger pupils a e worke d out; a 
character test for primary children an another for Grades 
IV and III are g·ii.ven. 
And finally, the normal school tr in:tng which would 
prepare teachers for their character e ucation work is 
(44) 
outlined with a statement of the coop ration needed from 
various agencies of the community. 
The Character Education Inst:ttut also presents a 
plan known as the Five-Point Plan for Character Education 
which is based on the following point • 
First Point Uncle Sam's Boys and 30 per cent 
Second Point Children's Morality 15 per cent 
Third Point Character Diagnosis 15 per cent 
Fourth Point Character Projects 30 per cent 
Fifth Point Report to Parents 10 per cent 
Point One. The class-room teache assists her pupils 
in the formation of a class- club on the pa-
Five-
Point triotic motive of citizenshi to be called Uncle 
Plan 
Sam's Boys and Girls. Membe ship is open to each 
boy and girl and an Uncle Sam's butto is distributed to 
be worn during loyalty to Uncle Sam a d the obligations 
of childhood citizenship. Disloyalty o Uncle Sam deter-
mined either by the teacher ot by gen vote of the 
relinquishment of the badge. The will keep the 
badge upon promotion from room but will forfeit it 
if they drop out of school. On ion from the grammar 
schaol they will be given permanent p of the 
badge, on the taking of a loyalty ple the 
graduation exercises in recognition o the good citizen-
ship. The loyalty pledge: 
I pledge myself to Uncle Sam, to live in 
loyalty to my Nation, its Consti 
and its laws. In the spirit of j stice I 
(45) 
will do my best to establish peac , good-
will and happiness. I am a citize of the 
United States of America. 
Serious matters of discipline wil 1 be brought before 
the club for discussion and decision, nder the advice and 
consent of the teacher. The following s the list of ap-
provals and disapprovals. 
Approvals. 1. Private praise by t acher 
2. Prame by teacher be ore club 
3. Praise by club pres 1 dent, pri-
vate or public. 
4. Decorations by vote 
a. cooperation 
b. scholarship 
c. self-control 
d. heroism 
e. undertakings 
Disapprovals. 
1. Make it right 
apology 
2. Make it right with 
apology 
of t h e club 
(class work 
(building work 
(Club athletics 
(home chores 
(phil anthropies 
ivate 
blic 
3. Club president tells of wrong 
done but gives no na1es. Mem-
bers hiss to show di lapproval 
4. Badge taken away fro member 
for certain numbe:r;> o days 
5. Badge taken away for indefinite 
period and money re nded. 
On graduation 
of their character 
the right to take 
the teachers will d cide on the basis 
I 
charts and reports yo parents whether 
the petition or pled~e of citizenship 
has been won. The boy or girl who wins the right to owner-
ship of Uncle Sam 1 s badge can wear thi badge after graduation 
as an emblem of approval and personal rustworthiness. It 
(46) 
will be a good introduction to high s hool life and it 
will have significance when he or seeks employment; 
it will bring them friendship from se who, as grown 
up citizens of the Nation, are glad t have children loy-
al to national ideals and purposes wh ch have made the 
United States of America great in the history of the 
world and in its service to the welfaJe of humanity. 
Point Two. The teacher presents l he Children's Mor-
ality Code as a reliable statement of the conduct which is 
considered right among boys and girls who are loyal to 
Uncle Sam, and which is justified by he experience of 
multitudes of worthy citizens who hav been Uncle Sam's 
boys and girls since the founding of , he Nation. The teach-
er advises the children to study this \Morality Code and 
proposes that ten minutes at the beginning of each day be 
spent in discussing some word or phas~ of the Code. These 
tem minute periods are devoted to an explanation by the 
teacher of the meaning of the word eh~een, with illustra-
tions from her own life and from occu rences she knows a-
bout, also by stories, fables, poems, songs, historical 
incidents and bits of biography. 
Point Three. The teacher may make out for each child a 
character chart in order that her wor may be based upon 
a true understanding of each child's personality, its 
weaknesses and strongpoints, with special attention to the 
personality urges. A suggested list o urges and personali-
ty traits is given. 
Point Four. The teacher with the assistance of the of-
ficers of the club will devise proj ectls to be carried out by 
the club which will give expression to and tend to form 
(4'7) 
habits in accordance with the importa t moral ideals. 
The right and the wrong of neighborho d stealing and the 
suppression of petty stealing by club members from near-
by stores will be determined and carr .ed out by a court 
of justice organized by the club judg , under advise from 
the teacher. Bulldozing of smaller bovs by older boys will 
be au ppressed and protection extended by the club. A cour t 
of ho nor will be organized to conaide 1t matters involved 
in th e treatment of girls by boys and of boys by girls, 
truth telling, loyalty to the best in ~Jerests of the club, 
et ce tera. 
Point Five. The teacher marks th ~ children on their 
loyal ty to the Morality Code rather t 1an deportment in 
schoo 1 and also makes a report to the parents upon the 
char a cter development of their childr ~n as well as upon 
the i ntellectual d~velppment. The ttep )rt to parents will 
inelu de the following. 
Half 
Ne~rly and Always Al ays Half Seldom 
Hones tv 
Truthfulness 
Cooperation 
Kindness 
Initiative 
Ambition 
Patriotism 
Justice 
Poise 
Self-control 
l.nt;erest; 
lnaus'try 
Enerp:y 
Concentration 
Executive ability 
Purnose 
Pro~ress 
Muscular Control 
Attendance 
Punctuality 
(48) 
The Character Education Suppleme t to the Utah State 
Utah 
State 
Method 
Course of Study for Elementj~y and High Schools 
is the result of a recent sJ:dy made by a com-
mittee appointed two years l go by the Utah Sup-
erintendent of Public Instruction, to formulate a course 
of study which would contribute to th moral training of 
the young people of that State. The c arman or this com-
mittee was Dean Milton Bennion or the School or Education 
of the University of Utah who is also chairman of the 
Character .l.!iducation Committee of the N.E.A. 
This plan discusses the type of J chool most favorable 
to character development and recommends the following con-
ditions outlined in Mirick's Prog:ttess ve Education.{" 
1. Self-control granted to pupil as they move 
abou. t the room. 
2. Orderly, but not a mechanical order. 
3. Quiet, but the quiet of busy tudents, not 
a graveyard silence. 
4. Opportunities for mischief. 
5. School sentiment which discou ages wrong-
doing. 
6. Discussion of genuine life pr blems. 
7. Growing interest in these dis 
8. Tendency of pupils to raise q~estions re-
garding school traditions, standards, etc. 
9. Satisfactions supplied for pu.rl il achieve-
ments. 
10. General atmosphere of happine s. 
Four groups of children are recot nized in this plan; 
the Primary Grades I, II, and III; th Intermediate Grades 
IV, V, and VI; the Junior High Grades VII, VIII, and IX; 
* Mirick's Progressive Education. pag s 176-177 
(49) 
and the High School Grades X, XI, and XII. 
Children in Grades I, II, and II need plenty of fresh 
air, food, air, and sleep. The school playground supplies 
two of these needs. The moral benefits of playground ex-
perience are pointed out as being ecoromy of energy, self-
control, attention, quick decisions, rnd fair play. In 
these grades character training is cahght rather than taught 
and hence no time is set aside in the program for this work. 
Instead, the teacher should take adva tage of the contin-
uous opportunities to play up, pupil recitation and 
activity, the best there is in every A detailed 
list for general as well as specific abita is given and 
these are to be accepted as desirabl results of the moral 
education in these grades. 
The tendencies most prominent 19 the children of 
Grades IV, v; and VI are given as ac,ivity of body, col-
lecting, migration, fear, fighting, jregariousness, sex, 
rivalry, language interest, and a bujding sense of humor. 
The objectives for these grades are similar to those set 
forth in Hutchins'Code of Morals for Children. Here, again 
desirable habits are listed with their relation to com-
mon school experience. 
In the grades VII to XII various school activities 
and subjects are analyzed as to thei objectives and moral 
values. The activities listed includ student government, 
assembly periods, school paper, scho~l parties, dramatics, 
music, debating, and athletics. The fbjects discussed are 
literature, mathematics, foreign lan ages, history, 
civics, ethics, sociology, economics, geograpgy, science, 
(50) 
shop work, agriculture, home economic commerce, 
physical education, and manual traini 
• 
In this plan the goals and objecf ives are dealt 
with rather than the detailed methods lof teaching. For 
the most part it is left to the teachf r to devise ways 
and means of realizing the goals enumirated. The purpose 
of the committee was merely to direct lattention 
1. To ethically valuable g als 
in school studies and a tivi-
ties. 
2. To study some of the pr ceases 
of development of chil · ~n. 
3. To some typical methods of pro-
cedure. 
The Delaware Committee on Charac er Education has 
Delaware 
State 
Plan. 
recommended class-room clurs known as Uncle 
Sam's Boys and Girls as a eans toward the re-
alization of the following resolutions: 
1. That the objects of education are transmis-
sion of knowledge, developmenf of abilities, 
and maturity of character accbrding to wise 
standards based on human expeLience. 
2. That expenditure of public fuhds entitles 
the public to a good citizen•t ip pl'oduct, 
not merely intellectual development. 
3. That the sanctions for Character education 
be the Constitution of the N tion and the 
common standards of good con uct sanctioned 
by human experience. 
4. That religious sanctions for character and 
conduct be taught by the Church. 
(51) 
5. That time allowed ror eharaetj r education 
I be deducted from present assi nments to 
other subjects and that chara ter educa-
tion be considered as permeat ng all sub-
jects and appropriate at any rime. 
6. That in planning character edfcation the 
ability of the teachers and the capacity 
of the children must be cons! ered. 
7. That the school as a whole be the unit 
for planning character educat~on. 
8. That normal school training thclude 
preparation for character edubation 
work. 
The New York City on Character Erucation, after mak-
ing a survey of mo~al conditions in 
New York City 
Recommendations the high schools, stresses the value 
of positive rathe than negative train-
ing. "The aim should be" says the re~ort of this commit-
tee, "to develop a8ar cut conceptions of positive virtues 
and the principles of right living t J at will govern the 
boys and girls in making moral decisJons rather than to 
stress the negative 'Thou shalt not''~'· The committee does. 
not endoree the plan of excusing pup ls from school in 
regular hours to attend church schoo s for religious in-
struction. A summary of its recommen ations follows: 
1. Formulation and adoption by 
ethical codes and their use s the col-
lective school opinion for s andards of 
right. 
{52) 
2. Use of general and seetional l ssemblies 
for character education discui siona. 
3. Training of students in stand rds of con-
duct, manners and taste student 
organizations. 
4. Use of character scales for p rmanent re-
cords and reports to parents. 
5. Discipline based on understanj ing. Servic-
es of psychologist for abnormfl pupils. 
6. Cooperation with home and weltare agencies. 
7. Diplomas to include both char lcter and 
scholastic attainments. 
8. Emphasis on demands of colleg s and busi-
ness firms for credentials of good charac-
ter. 
9 • . The position of Dean be estab ished in 
each high school for the direhtion of 
character education. 
According to all information avat lable it appears 
that the Boston plan of te ching Citizenship 
Plan in 
Boston. through Character Developm,nt is the most far-
reaching and scientific at l empt of this kind 
found anywhere in the United States. i.bout three years 
ago a committee of headmasters from 1 cal elementary 
schools was selected to draw up a 
would recognize the importance of 
se of study which 
acter training and 
at the same time impose little if any additional burden 
upon the teaching force. In January 1
1
925 the plan pre-
pared by the committee was placed in the hands of the 
teachers and the work was begun. 
(53) 
This plan recognizes eleven fund mental virtues 
governing moral character. They are 
1. Health 7 • 
. Goo! workmanship 
2. Self-control 8. Tea work 
3. Self-reliance 9. ess 
4. Reliability 10. Obe , ience 
5. Fair play 11. 
6. Duty 
These virtues are all considered as attributes of 
the one great vir~te, - unselfishness 
To those who feel that personal haracter is not 
the concern of a public agency the fo lowing statements 
from the course bring out the correla ion between civic 
and private conduct. · 
1. He who cares for his body by t at very 
act guards the health of the c mmunity. 
2. He who controls his thoughts, is tem-
per and his tongue helps to br ng peace 
to those about him ~ 
3. He who learns to stand fearles ly and 
independently for the right he ps to 
raise the standard of the co nity and 
to inspire others with courage 
4. He who can be trusted makes ri 
ness and social relations more 
5. He who plays fair, keeps his o self-
respect and helps his opponent to do the 
same. 
Each of the eleven above is treated 
in a similar manner. 
The method advised is not one of f .ormal instruction 
but a more complex procedure. It requ res that such in-
struction shall no longer be an incid ntal in the teacher's 
busy day. Every class in every public school in the city 
(54) 
is having fifteen minutes each day wh ch belongs to 
character training and every teacher to empha-
size ethical questions which arise du ing the day's pro-
gram. 
The work naturally falls into th presenta-
tion of ideals; discussion, reflectio , and the drawing 
of conclusions; and finally, translat on into the child's 
own acts. Being good citizens, not ta king abmtt it is 
the ultimate aim. The material select well asthe 
guidance in discussion must be such a will result in 
rightly motivated action, and the opp rtunity for action 
must be where the child can find it, r even in some 
cases supplied. 
Ae an aid in carrying out this pl n a monthly maga-
zine, a "Journal of Inspiration" is p blished by the teach-
ers for the teachers. In this magazin are recorded suc-
cessful methods and devises and mater als used by some one 
teacher and then passed on to be publ shed for the benefit 
of all. This exchange of ideas is mad doubly effective 
owing to the fact that the editorial ork passes from 
month to month to various groups of t achers throughout 
the city. 
Various organizations in the cit . are endorsing the 
Boston Plan and assisting in its admilistration. ~he 
Women's Municipal League is actively ooperating in two 
ways. 
1. It is loaning a collection of models, pic tures, 
stories, and other material w ich are aids in 
teaching the eleven virtues 1 sted. This col-
(55) 
:.-
leetion is passed weekly from school to 
school and is large enough to permit each 
school to have some ~rt oft ,e collection 
all the time. 
2. It is organizing Children's C ty Clubs,-
classroom socities under the eadership of 
the teachers in which childre may test the 
theories of the citizenship c ass by being 
good citizens, themselves. 
Of course this course is admitt e ly in the experimen-
tal stage. Continually some of its 
or dropped altogether and new ones 
are being changed 
in the attempt 
to, through use, finally develop it i to one unified 
scientific procedure. 
Other States and other cities ha e additional plans 
and methods. Some are in the early stjses of development 
available only in m!meograph form. Ot, ers are somewhat 
further advanced. Without attempting ] o s ummarize these 
plans we shall list the cities and st tes who, in ad-
dition to the ones outlined above, ar experimenting de-
finitely in this field. 
1. Salt Lake City '7. irmingham 
2. Philadelphia 8. N .J • 
3. Los Angeles 9. 
4. Omaha 10. Cal. 
5. Buffalo 11. a Crosse, Wise. 
6. Chicago 12. chenecte.d.y 
13. State of Ore go • 
(56) 
f 
The conclusions of this survey a e for the most part 
quite obvious. Character : to be considered 
Conclu-
sions. as the sum total of one's abita; habits of 
thinking and feeling as the more ob-
vious habits of conduct. The developm nt of these habits 
is now considered to be a function of the Public Schools 
who hold as their final goal the deve opment of noble 
manhood and womanhood. 
There have always been high 
The objectives are rarely called 
set for education. 
question but there 
is some controversy concerning the me hods used. This 
controversy has given rise to several bureaus and commit-
tees whose sole aim is that of research in the field of 
moral education, - a field no further advanced than was 
that of general education twenty-five years ago. 
Research in this field generall divides itself in-
to two phases of work,namely, measurer ents and methods. 
Although there are in existence at t e present time a-
bout one hundred moral tests, either standardized or in 
the form of definite proposal, there are none, however, to 
be recommended for general class-roo use. Moral testing 
stands where the testing of general bility stood fif-
teen years ago, chiefly on a subject ve basis but it 
seems apparent that leaders in this ield will be satis-
fied with nothing less than objectiv tests with deter-
mined reliabilities. 
not yet known. Hartshorne and M.ay ar reporting in cur-
rent issues of Religious Education t e results from con-
siderable experimentation along this lin~. Their findings 
(57) 
--
will doubtless be very significant. Kiowledge tests may 
be justified, however, in that they a d the teacher in 
diagnosing her own situation. The inf rmal tests built 
around the peculiar problems of the c , ildren tested are 
especially helpful in this respect. 
In dealing with the question of ethods we must re-
cognize certain general laws of psych logy which apply as 
accurately in the field of moral educ tion as in the teach-
of regular classroom subjects. 'l;hese aws demand that any 
method to be effective must 
1. Recognize individual ifferences 
2. Be founded upon the 1 ws of learning 
a. Law of effect 
b. Law of exercise 
c. Law of readines j 
3. Be administered by capable teachers. 
Rewards and honors are justified only in so far as 
they are used as a scaffolding for bu lding character and 
only when their use may be discontinu d leaving the charac-
ter standing on its own strength. 
so long as our procedures are in accordance with 
these requirements they may be said t contain real charac-
ter values. This, then, gives a placel in the teaching of 
morals for both direct and indirect i ,struction. 
First class plans or methods for moral education 
must be the result of the work of comrittees who have 
found out what there is to known aboul their own pupils. 
They have formed a well-coordinated t ~ eory of moral edu-
cation. They have studied the laws of learning and the 
(58) 
implication of those laws in: the rea m of character 
training. They have studied the need of their child-
ren. Then, with this mass of data th y have developed 
a method which is sound in theory an fitted to the pe-
culiar situations found in their cit~ or class-room. 
Fortunately many plans today haJe been prepared in 
this sctentific manner. 'l'h.ey are con tantly being im-
proved through use and experimentati 
The outlook is a very encouragil g one. Interest in 
the field is increasing. In addition to the various methods 
outlined in this thesis there are ma y other approaches 
related to the field. Nothing has be said of the edu-
cational and pre-vocational guidance work which has been 
utilized during the past ten or twel e years in building 
up the moral character of pupils by J elping them build 
proper ideals. We have omitted life areer classes and 
the like because they are not usuall considered by the 
training. But they are important. Ch acter has always 
been taught by exceptional teachers hrough the channels 
of the regular school subjects each llf which offers teach-
ing opportunities in stressing moral values. The entire 
picture is a very favorable one. Com lete success may 
not be within the range of human pow rs but by building 
upon each fresh understanding we may definitely say that 
increasing opportunities will be dev loped which will 
enable us more nearly to approach ou ideal, - the mold-
ing of personalities in such a way t at they will use the 
instrument of the mind for the great ends of humanity and 
live in harmony with the good of the whole. 
THE END. 
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